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Abstract
The Dublin City University Ryan Academy (DCURA) is a non-profit partnership
between Dublin City University (DCU) and the Ryan Family of the Ryanair
Company. The academy offers three types of curricular entrepreneurial education
(EE): (1) master degree programmes for social entrepreneurs and unemployed
professionals, (2) entrepreneurship training programmes for researchers, farmers
and other professionals, and (3) four specific accelerator programmes for leaders
from start-ups with high growth potential, for female start-up leaders, for DCU
students starting a business, and for new enterprises in the payment industry.
Until 2014, DCURA also offered a Certificate at Honours degree level for
unemployed professionals. Hence, DCURA offers different EE programmes for
different target groups with a core EE content and specific adaptations. The
strengths of the DCURA partnership may be in the autonomy, flexibility and
entrepreneurial spirit of the academy combining academia and practice. The main
prerequisites for such a partnership to work successfully were found to comprise
a shared vision, commitment and contributions of both partners including funding,
and a commercial and relationship-oriented leadership.

Case study fact sheet
Full name of the university and location:

DCU Ryan Academy for Entrepreneurs, Dublin, Ireland

Legal status (e.g. public or private)

Private company, fully owned by DCU

Year of foundation:

2005, closure in 2008, reopened in 2009

Number of students:

Approximately 500 per annum (536 in 2014)

Number of employees:

Six core Ryan Academy staff members
Five programme-based staff members

Budget in most recent financial year:

€1.4 million (2013)

Academic profile:

Master programmes in social entrepreneurship and degree level
business innovation, professional training programmes, and
accelerator programmes in partnership with DCU.

Entrepreneurial education profile:

Target group specific master programmes, EE training
programmes and accelerator programmes for start-ups.

Activities focused in this case study:

Public-private partnership DCU – Ryan Family: strengths,
weaknesses, prerequisites for success

Case contact person(s):

Gatekeeper: Ann Horan, former CEO until 2014,
Eoghan Stack, new CEO starting in 2015, both DCU Ryan
Academy

The status of information in this case study is end of year 2014 unless stated differently.
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4.1

The university’s entrepreneurial profile

4.1.1

The university’s overall approach to entrepreneurship

Overall approach of the DCU Ryan Academy to entrepreneurship education
1

The DCU Ryan Academy (DCURA) is a non-profit public-private partnership between
the Dublin City University (DCU), Ireland, and the Ryan Family of the Ryanair Company.
DCURA provides entrepreneurship and business education and training to several target
groups: to leaders and employees from Irish SMEs, larger corporate firms and start-ups,
to researchers from DCU and other institutions as well as to a small number of DCU
students. Until 2014 there was also a training programme for unemployed professionals.
DCURA offers entrepreneurship education (EE) on different accreditation levels and in
non-accredited accelerator programmes. Accelerator programmes are specifically
designed to support start-up development.
DCU itself does not offer an entrepreneurship education programme. However, DCU
includes aspects of EE in its general business education programmes.
In 2014, DCURA had 536 students including 20 student entrepreneurs in an accelerator
programme named UStart. At the time of writing this case study, UStart was the only
DCURA offer in which DCU students take part. Vice versa, no DCURA participants study
at DCU. However, DCURA plans to organise more EE events for DCU students in 2015.
The strengths of the partnership between DCU and the Ryan Family were found to be in
the autonomy, flexibility and entrepreneurial spirit of the academy “using best of both
worlds” for entrepreneurship education (EE): DCU accredits the bachelor and master
level programmes at DCURA, and DCU teachers deliver modules in these programmes.
DCU also provides central services for the academy such as accounting, marketing,
information technology, human resources and facility management. The Ryan Family
donated the building and provides funding, ideas and advice and helps crucially in
networking. Additionally, it has shaped the practical, entrepreneurial and action-oriented
culture in the academy.
How DCURA came into being
Originally, the Ryan Family aimed to “do something in honour of the father”, Tony Ryan.
The original objective was to build “a Silicon Valley” in Ireland. The inspiration for the
academy came from a visit of Tony Ryan to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) in Boston, US. Thereafter, the Ryans started a partner election process among
universities in Dublin. They found DCU to be the most suitable partner, as the former
DCU president agreed to start quickly, while other universities were not as supportive or
refused outright.
The Academy started operations in 2005 for the first time as the only part of the eEolas
Institute, a joint venture between DCU, the Ryan Family and Davy Hickey Properties.
After a loss of 1.3 million euro, the Institute and the Academy were closed in 2008.2 The
Academy reopened in 2009 with a new leader, CEO Ann Horan, who had a commercial

1

See http://www.ryanacademy.ie.

2

See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eeolas_Institute#cite_note-1.
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background in banking. At the turn of the year 2014/2015, Eoghan Stack became the new
CEO, who was previously the Chief Commercial Officer of the Academy.
Publicity of the DCURA case
The partnership between DCU and the Ryan Family is fairly well known in Ireland since
the Academy has been promoted to the Irish public. However, there has as yet been no
research and analysis of the organisation and the partnership as is done in this case
study.

4.1.2

Leadership and governance

Importance of government strategies and policies
DCURA was established by the initiative of the Ryan Family from the private business
sector and supported by DCU from the public education sector. DCURA’s establishment
reflects a growing interest in entrepreneurship in Ireland. While such interest was also
3
stimulated by policy makers, there is no legal requirement to establish EE programmes
in Ireland, and there was no public financial support or encouragement to establish
DCURA.
Importance of EE in the university’s strategy and high-level commitment
The target of fostering entrepreneurship is stated in DCURA’s vision and mission
statement: “DCU Ryan Academy is a non-profit, joint venture between Dublin City
University and the Ryan Family (Ryanair) that aims to be the leading supporter of
entrepreneurs and innovation in Ireland. Our vision is for an Ireland where
entrepreneurship and innovation are viewed as key drivers of business success and the
DCU Ryan Academy as a leading catalyst in helping to develop an entrepreneurial mindset.”4
According to the President, the goals of DCURA and DCU are well-aligned. DCU and
especially its Business School focus more on the general topics of innovation and
business education with a target to be the “University of Enterprise” with strong links to
5
industry partners. On the other hand, the DCURA’s focus on entrepreneurship is an
essential part of the academy. In an interview for this case study, the DCU President
stated that not all students will be entrepreneurs, but all students can be innovators and
an entrepreneurial mind-set relates to that. Thus, the development of entrepreneurship
is mentioned explicitly in the official DCU strategy document with the target of
increasing an entrepreneurial mind-set among students and staff. The special topic of
social entrepreneurship also constitutes a focus area.6

3

See Flanigan (2008), Cooney & Murray (2008).

4

See http://www.ryanacademy.ie/about. Further statement: “Our mission is to promote an
entrepreneurial mindset and real innovation focus among Irish SMEs, corporates, startups and
researchers through a range of training, leadership and funding initiatives. DCU Ryan Academy
can bridge the gap between academia and entrepreneurial practice through our unique
partnership between Ireland’s leading young university, Dublin City University and the family of
one of our greatest entrepreneurs, Tony Ryan.“

5

DCU’s mission is “to transform lives and societies through education, research and innovation”
(http://www.dcu.ie/discovering-dcu.shtml).

6

“Over the next five years we will: • Establish a vibrant enterprise culture in the University by
developing and implementing a new Entrepreneurship Strategy, including commercial, social
5
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How the Academy developed over the years
In the initial years following the reopening of the Academy in 2009, the vision and mission
of the Academy were not as clearly articulated as they are today. Hence, it was difficult to
manage expectations and wishes of both parties– DCU and the Ryan Family. Despite the
statement of the former President that indicated a quick start, DCU was described as
moving slowly and with less orientation towards action. The attitude within DCU changed
with the new President, Prof. Brian MacCraith, in 2010. He was found to show a very high
commitment to developing and implementing entrepreneurship.
Furthermore, according to the former CEO Ann Horan, in the beginning the Academy was
“more outside and externally oriented”. DCURA targeted participants and companies from
the practical community and not students from the university. Moreover, DCURA worked
exclusively with lecturers from the business world. With the new President, the strategic
direction of the DCURA changed slightly. In previous years, the Academy has gradually
become more “inside oriented” with the aim of leveraging the entrepreneurial skills and
the experience it gained in order to educate students and staff from DCU. For this reason,
the student accelerator programme UStart and the Invent Tech Venture programme were
implemented for helping researchers to commercialise findings.
Level of faculties’ and units’ autonomy to act and organisational implementation
The level of autonomy at DCURA is high. Most decisions are taken in the Academy’s
management board, consisting of the CEO and the team. Formally, the Ryan Family has
no decision rights. From a legal point of view, the DCU Ryan Academy is subordinate to
Dublin City University. DCU’s President asserted that the Academy works in an
autonomous way. He mentioned that communication between DCU and the Academy’s
team is essentially important.
Declan Ryan, the son of Tony Ryan and now the main representative of the family,
described the family’s relationship to the Academy as being “at an arm’s length”, with the
target of continuing this autonomy. With regard to decision-making and influence, the
involvement of the Ryan Family, namely Declan Ryan, is described by interviewees as
“more subtle” and indirect, such as through telephone calls, e-mails and the proposed
idea of “interesting persons” being invited for an initial meeting of knowledge exchange.
He himself mentioned the idea and the support for a female propeller programme and, as
another example, a business trip to Chile where he was informed about entrepreneurship
programmes. He then invited the responsible person for an exchange and a presentation
in the Academy. An interviewee also mentioned that “it is no coincidence” that DCURA
offers a programme in social enterprise and that at the same time, Ryan’s investment
company Irelandia Investments, engages in fostering social entrepreneurship.
The Academy’s advisory group constitutes an important instrument for the
communication between the stakeholders and the Academy’s management team. The
advisory board is composed of 25 members mainly from practice but also with several
members from DCU including the President.7 Declan Ryan is the Chairman of the Group.
The group provides guidance and advice with regard to the strategic direction, support in
finding funding and helps in building the DCURA’s reputation. It meets three times a year.
and cultural entrepreneurship for students and staff. • Foster the development of entrepreneurial
skills in our students through a range of new initiatives including curricular and extra-curricular
modules and entrepreneurial experiential learning (e.g. Student Accelerator Programme). … •
Establish DCU as Ireland’s leading university for social entrepreneurship.” DCU (2012), p. 23.
7

See the published list at: http://ryanacademy.ie/about/advisory-group , 25.7.2014.
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Yet, as the advisory board has a large number of members, it has been discussed to
reduce the number, shifting more from ”advisory” to “working and action-oriented”
members. A sub-group is established that meets regularly to work on the strategy.
In essence, the academy works in an autonomous, decentralised way. However, with
regard to programme offers and strategic direction, the expectations of the stakeholders,
mainly DCU and the Ryan Family, have to be met and to be aligned.

4.1.3

Resources: financial capacity and people

Financial resources for entrepreneurship education
The Ryan Family donated the Academy’s building as a basis for the Academy to start in
2005. After restarting the Academy in 2009 however, there was nearly no funding apart
from limited support from DCU to pay the initial staff. Almost all of the Academy’s income
was obtained through training offers and applications for external funding for its education
programmes. The small financial support at the beginning can be seen as the main
influence for the Academy’s entrepreneurial culture today. The DCURA had to find out for
which customers they provide added value with their training offers. The Academy also
rented the rooms to receive some additional income, while managing the Academy at a
very low cost. Following successful applications for funding programmes, they sometimes
had to react quickly in setting up the programme – e.g. the business innovation
programme, involving external lecturers. The former CEO Ann Horan summed up the first
years in the statement: “I suppose it is an entrepreneurial journey, isn’t it?”
A major funding contribution came from the Ryan Family at the beginning of 2011 through
the Tony Ryan Trust. It led to a more stable basis for funding essential staff and
equipment. The funding amounted to 1 million euro in total, for four years. It was said that
the Ryan Family waited some time to see how the Academy was doing before they
provided basic funding. This behaviour – considering especially the Academy’s
leadership – can be related to the closure of the Academy due to a financial loss of 1.3
million euro in 2008.8 In addition to basic funding, the Ryan Family financed the first
venture propeller programmes with a 1 million euro investment. In fact, the funding from
the Ryan Family represents approximately only one fifth of the Academy’s total income.
This shows that the Academy is financially rather independent from the Ryan Family.
On the other hand, DCU provides support in the central functions accounting, marketing,
information technology, human resources and facility management as in-kind funding for
the academy.
Human resources for entrepreneurship education
The Academy staff consists of six core management and administrative employees: the
Chief Executive Officer (CEO), the Chief Operations Officer (COO), the Chief Commercial
Officer (CCO), a personal assistant to the CEO, a receptionist and a fundraiser.
Additional co-ordinator resources are hired when funding is available for specific
programmes. In 2014, three programme managers and two administrative staff members
were employed in addition, with the help of funding by the Springboard Initiative
(Business Innovation Programme) and the MIN Intereg Fund (Social Enterprise
Programme). Especially in the initial years, staff salaries were held at minimum levels

8

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eeolas_Institute#cite_note-1.
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because of the limited financial resources available. Due to this limitation and also in
order to assure high quality and practicability of the content delivered, the academy works
mainly with external lecturers from practice.

4.2

Entrepreneurship in curricula and teaching

4.2.1

Overview about curricular offers

Types of curricular EE programmes offered
DCURA’s curricular offer in entrepreneurship education comprises the following types of
programmes for specific target groups:
(1) Master programmes (Level 9 in the Irish National Framework of Qualifications9, NFQ).
(2) Professional training programmes (Level 6 in the NFQ or non-accredited).10
(3) Accelerator programmes specifically for start-ups (non-accredited).
Until 2014 DCURA also offered an honours bachelor degree level programme (Level 8 in
the NFQ). Exhibit 1-1 provides an overview about these offers.
At master degree level (level 9 in the NFQ), the Academy offers a Master in
Management (Innovation in Social Enterprise) for Irish and Welsh participants. In 2014
DCURA also offered Graduate Certificates in Management for unemployed professionals
in Digital Marketing, Marketing for International Growth or Sustainable Energy Finance
with limited EE Content. Only the programme on Sustainable Energy Finance continued
in 2015.
The academy offers professional training programmes in Farm Entrepreneurship and
Leadership, an Entrepreneurship Programme for Researchers funded by the Science
Foundation Ireland (SFI) as well as a Tech Venture Programme at Invent DCU, DCU’s
Innovation and Enterprise Centre. The Farm Entrepreneurship and Leadership
programme is accredited as NFQ Level 6, which is an “Advanced Certificate” 11 below the
Bachelor Degree. DCURA also offers a Credit Union Development Programme and a
Social Enterprise Governance Programme, but these can be considered as general
business education rather than EE programmes.
DCURA’s accelerator programmes help start-up companies to reach the next stages of
development. The “Propeller Venture Accelerator” is offered for technology-based startups. A specialised “Female Propeller” aims at female start-up leaders. The accelerator
“UStart” targets DCU students with a start-up idea. In addition, the Academy is the
education partner for the MasterCard Company in the Specific Start Path Accelerator. EE
in the accelerator programmes comprises business development education, basic
business knowledge, personal skills development, training, mentoring and networking
opportunities to the companies as well as investment capital and incubation space in
some of the programmes.
9

See http://www.nfq.ie/nfq/en/index.html.

10

The Academy also offers further professional training programmes in general business
education such as the Credit Union Development Programme and a Social Enterprise
Governance Programme with a total of 77 in participants 2014 (not listed among the EE offers).

11

See http://www.qqi.ie/Pages/National-Framework-of-Qualifications-%28NFQ%29.aspx, also for
an overview about different levels of academic qualifications in Ireland.
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Exhibit 4-1: Overview about curricular EE offers at the DCU Ryan Academy
No.

Name

(1)

Master degree programmes

(2)

Contents

Target group

No. of
participants
in [year]

1 MSc in Management
(Innovation in Social
Enterprise)

Social Entrepreneurship, Social
Enterprise Development, Applied
Portfolio, HR, Innovation and
Creativity, Marketing, Next
Generation Mgmt., Dissertation/
Internship, Business Strategy

Social Enterprise
2012
sector in Ireland and
Wales: Non-business
graduates, future
leaders in social
enterprise, social
entrepreneurs

44 (2014)

2 Graduate Certificate
in Management –
Digital marketing,
Marketing for
International Growth
or Sustainable
Energy Finance

Digital Marketing, Global
Marketing, Sustainability and
finance modules,
Innovation and Entrepreneurship
(only in Marketing for
International growth)
Career development workshops
Research and consulting project

Unemployed
professionals of
marketing and
financial services
(Managers,
supervisors and
technicians)

2013
(until
2014)

158 (2014)

Professional training programmes
5 Farm
Entrepreneurship
and Leadership
Programme

Modules on entrepreneurship and
leadership, business, business
development incl. farm specific
content

Farm owners,
managers or
decision makers,
future leaders

2012

40 (2013), 20
(2014)

6 SFI
Entrepreneurship
Programme for
Researchers

Basic business knowledge for
start-ups e.g. new product and
service development, IP, funding,
etc., personal skill training

Scientific
researchers seeking
to commercialise
their research

2012

65 (2013), 88
(2014)

DCU researchers
seeking to
commercialise their
research

2010

15 (2012)

7 Tech Venture
Basic business knowledge for
Programme at Invent start-ups e.g. new product and
DCU
service development, IP, funding,
etc., personal skill training
(3)

Offered
since
[year]

Accelerator programmes
8 Propeller Venture
Accelerator

Workshops and lectures on
entrepreneurship and business;
mentoring; personal skill training

Entrepreneurs in
start-up companies
with high growth
potential

2011

6 companies
in year 1, 24
in total, 10
participants in
2014

9 Female Propeller
Programme

Business development;
mentoring; personal skill training
(incl. women specific content)

Female
2014
entrepreneurs
leading start-ups with
growth and export
potential

12
companies,
15
participants in
2014

10 UStart Student
Accelerator

Business development
mentoring; personal skill training
(e.g. self-belief and pitching
preparation)

DCU student
entrepreneurs with a
start-up idea

2013

7 companies,
20
participants in
2014

11 MasterCard Start
Path Accelerator

Comparable to Propeller Venture
Accelerator

Start-ups in payment 2014
industry

8 companies,
12
participants in
2014

9
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At honours bachelor degree level (level 8 in the NFQ), DCURA offered a Business
Innovation Programme until 2014 for unemployed professionals. The Business Innovation
Programme consisted of two streams: Stream 1 “Innovation management” and Stream 2
“Practical marketing”. See Exhibit 4-2.
As regards accreditation, the Master degree and Honours Bachelor degree programmes
(Level 8 and 9 in the NFQ) are accredited by the DCU Business School. The level 6
programmes are accredited by the Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI) Agency.
Before, the accreditation was conducted by the FETAC, the Further Education and
Training Awards Council, being replaced by QQI in November 2012.12 The accelerator
programmes are not accredited and they do not offer a certificate for participants.
However, Enterprise Ireland approved the Female Propeller programme.
Exhibit 4-2: Overview about former bachelor degree EE offers at the DCU Ryan Academy
(1b) Honours Bachelor degree programmes (until 2014)
3 Business Innovation
Programme –
Stream 1: Innovation
management

Managing the Innovation
Organisation, New Product &
Service Development, Project
Mgmt., Practical Research
Project, Personal skill training

Unemployed
professionals and
managers with
significant work
experience

2010
until
2014

91 (2012/13),
50 (2013/14)

4 Business Innovation
Programme –
Stream 2: Practical
marketing

Creativity & Innovation, Skills for
Success, Communication Skills
Introduction to Marketing,
Practical Research Project

Unemployed
professionals
(Managers,
supervisors and
technicians)

2012
until
2014

39 (2013), 42
(2013/14)

Importance of specific offers
All of DCURA’s EE offers have their specific value – for participants and also for DCURA.
Former CEO Ann Horan highlighted the accelerator programmes and the SFI
Entrepreneurship Programme for Researchers as “the heart of what we do” because they
impart entrepreneurial thinking and start-up knowledge for already existing ventures and
venture ideas. The accelerator programmes are the Academy’s most important offers
because, firstly, through these programmes it has been possible “to really get to know
start-ups and to understand their needs”. This can be seen as the basis for developing
the core EE modules, which can be also transferred to other target groups (see chapter
1.2.3, on methods and media). Secondly, the programmes have an effect on the
economy because start-ups create jobs and the programme helps the start-ups to grow
and proceed. Thirdly, the accelerators help the Academy to grow its network, including its
pool of mentors and investors, including angel investors. These positive effects facilitated
the extension of the accelerator programmes to specific target groups such as women,
students, and the MasterCard Company.
The specific value of the SFI Entrepreneurship Programme for Researchers and also of
the Tech Venture Programme is the possibility to network with researchers who seek to
commercialise their findings. Entrepreneurial thinking and start-up knowledge is
especially important for this target group.
Finally, the Master in Social Enterprise is of significant importance because the social
sector has a special need for entrepreneurship education.
12

See: http://www.education.ie/en/The-Department/Agencies/Quality-and-Qualifications-IrelandQQI-.html.
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Rationale for the composition of DCURA’s EE offers
The composition of DCURA’s EE programmes stems from several influences: the
strategic intention of DCURA to foster entrepreneurship in Ireland, specific agendas and
ideas from the different stakeholders, and the necessity to operate the Academy in a
financially sustainable manner. According to the CEO, after the reopening of the
Academy, the programmes were offered in a rather “opportunistic” way. Education and
training were offered where companies’ needs and training needs could be identified and
revenues could be achieved. Today, the availability of funding is still the most important
factor for offering a specific programme. The launch of the accelerator programmes and
of some of the other EE programmes such as the social enterprise programme can be
attributed to the influence of Declan Ryan. The DCU influence on programme decisions
increased after the appointment of the new President, leading to the rising “inside
orientation” of the Academy towards DCU and its target groups. Towards this end,
DCURA initiated the student accelerator programme UStart and the Invent Tech Venture
programme to help researchers to commercialise their findings.

4.2.2

Target groups
The EE offers have different target groups.13 Generally, DCURA targets leaders and
employees from start-ups, Irish SMEs and larger corporate firms as well as researchers,
students and unemployed professionals. The participants stem from different sectors, for
example from the social enterprise sector or from agriculture. In 2014, DCURA had 536
students in the different programmes (see Exhibit 4-1). UStart is the only DCURA offer in
which DCU students take part.

4.2.3

Designing lectures and courses – basic curricular decisions

Objectives of entrepreneurship teaching at DCURA
As formulated in DCURA’s vision and mission statement, the overall objective of
entrepreneurship teaching at DCURA is to “promote an entrepreneurial mindset and real
innovation focus” among its participants, in their companies and in Irish society.
The following descriptions illustrate in detail the initiation, target groups, funding, design
and contents of the different DCURA programmes, also with regard to the influence of the
Ryan Family. Each programme is designed by the DCURA team together with external
experts or funding bodies or both.
Methods and media
The lectures at DCURA are very practice-oriented. Most of the programmes contain
core EE modules. CEO Eoghan Stack describes them as a “derivative of what we
typically do”. They will constitute a condensed EE programme for Austrian start-ups in
October/November 2015.
Communication skills: The programme participants learn to clearly communicate their
idea and their offer in a few words. Their “story telling” capability shall be improved.

13

See also Hisrich & O’Cinneide (1996), p. 55f for different university programmes with specific
target groups.
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Furthermore, at the end of the programme the participants have to tell their story in form
of a pitching competition in front of investors.
Business model canvas: The business model canvas is a strategic management tool
for developing, adapting and describing business models which are subdivided into nine
building blocks.14 With a focus on a lean approach (the “lean canvas”), participants shall
learn how to build a business model with few resources available.
Product-market fit: Using the value proposition canvas tool in extension to the business
model canvas, it shall be ensured that the offer fits with the market. In the “value
proposition canvas”, on the one hand customer jobs and related gains and pains are
described for a certain customer segment. On the other hand, it illustrates the products
and services and their functioning as “gain creators” or “pain relievers” for customers’
15
jobs.
Customer acquisition analysis: In this part, which is related to the business model and
value proposition canvas, participants go into detail to understand the customer, how to
acquire customers and how to continue business with the customers.
Financial modelling: The participants learn the financial modelling of revenues and
costs in the developed business model and how to control and manage their finances.
Understanding investors: The target of this module is that the participants learn what is
important to potential investors with regard to the company’s set up, team and product.
Enterprise sales: Participants learn the specificities of business to business (B2B) sales.
Guest speaker event: Guest speakers from business are invited to bring in practical
competence from the industries in focus of the programmes. The participants can also
establish network contacts to the guest speakers and the audience.
In the female accelerator programme and in the former programmes for unemployed,
personal skill development has been included. Female entrepreneurs and unemployed
people were sometimes found to not have the same confidence as males and
employees, respectively.
The content of the described modules is part of most EE programmes at DCURA,
although named differently. Length and intensity vary by programme.
Objectives, contents and methods of specific curricular offers
Master Degree Programmes
Master in Social Enterprise
Since 2012, DCURA offers a master programme in management named “MSc in
Management - Innovation in Social Enterprise”. It is accredited by DCU (Level 9 in the
Irish National Framework of Qualifications NFQ16). It is a two-year part time study
programme for students from Wales and Ireland, in which the content is mainly delivered

14

The building blocks comprise: Customer segments, value propositions, customer relationships,
channels, revenue streams, key activities, key resources, key partners and cost structure. See:
http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/; https://strategyzer.com/.

15

See: http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/downloads/value_proposition_canvas.pdf.

16

See: http://www.nfq.ie/nfq/en/index.html. Level 9 in the NFQ comprises programmes with
master degree and post graduate diploma.
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through virtual (blended) learning. One full week per semester, the students attend
lectures at DCURA in Dublin.
The content has three parts: Knowledge about social enterprises, general management
and entrepreneurship courses as well as a practical research project. The programme
was mainly funded by the European Regional Development Fund through the Ireland
Wales Programme 2007 – 2013 (InterReg 4A). Programme partners include Bangor
University (Wales), North Dublin Coalition Limited (NorDubCo), and Business in the
Community Wales (BICW). Further social and corporate stakeholders from both regions
support it.
Target groups up to now have been people with a general interest in the topic of social
enterprise, applicants from charity organisations who need to acquire knowledge, for
example about funding, and entrepreneurs trying to build social businesses. Until now,
the programme has been free of charge for the participants. As funding ran out at the end
of 2014, the course is since then offered for a fee of around 5,000 euro. The market
response to the first programme, which the co-ordinators saw as a pilot, was very high.
The programme had 370 applicants, out of which 44 could take part in the programme.
The interviewed programme managers in DCURA were optimistic that the new
programme will be a success despite the fees.
The speciality about the programme has been the cross-border knowledge exchange
in a blended learning environment: delivering the content in webinars, using virtual
classrooms based on Moodle17, and working with Skype conferences in projects.
According to the interviewees, the knowledge exchange among the students worked very
well. With these online tools, groups of Welsh and Irish participants could be formed on
group assignments, working on either Welsh or Irish projects, which increased crossborder learning. Cross-border learning was especially successful during the attendance
week at the Academy.
The programme was designed under the leadership of Deiric O'Broin, an expert in the
field of social enterprise, together with the programme partners and the DCURA
programme coordinators. Course content was also discussed in the Menter Iontach Nua
Steering Group, which consists of around 20 social enterprise experts. 18 In addition, the
Academy carried out training needs analyses. Thus, according to the DCURA programme
coordinators, “the programme is very much reflective of what the sector needs”.
In addition to the two-year Master programme, the academy offers the free of charge
19
Level 6 FETAC programme “Social Enterprise Governance” with limited EE content.
Graduate Certificates in Management (Digital Marketing, Marketing for International
Growth or Sustainable Energy Finance)
For one year, in 2013/2014, DCURA together with DCU offered “Graduate Certificates in
Management” (40 ECTs) in the fields of digital marketing, marketing for international
growth and in sustainable energy finance. The programmes were accredited according to
level 9 of the Irish NFQ, equivalent to the post-graduate Master degree level. The offer
17

Moodle is an open-source based e-learning platform to create customised learning
environments, e.g. virtual classrooms with downloadable learning materials and discussion
forums. See: https://moodle.org/; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moodle. In August 2013, it had
over 51.000 registered sites with more than 6.6 million courses and approx. 60 million users
(http://moodle.net/stats/, 26/8/2014).

18

See: http://www.ryanacademy.ie/social-enterprise/menter-iontach-nua-steering-group.

19

See http://www.ryanacademy.ie/social-enterprise/social-enterprise-programme.
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targeted unemployed professionals: managers, supervisors or technicians who were
interested in gaining additional skills. The content comprised specific modules on digital
marketing, global marketing and sustainable energy finance as well as career
development workshops and a research and consulting project in host companies. Only
the programme “Marketing for International Growth” contained a separate module on
innovation and entrepreneurship. The programmes were established as an extension of
the Business Innovation Programme. After the four-year funding ended in 2014, the
Academy received continued funding only for the level 9 programme in sustainable
energy finance.
Honours Bachelor Degree Level Programme
Business Innovation Programme
The DCURA programme in “Innovation management” was part of the Springboard
initiative20 which was funded by the Irish Higher Education Authority (HEA) for four years.
It aimed to upskill highly qualified unemployed professionals especially in innovation
management for potential future work as entrepreneurs or intrapreneurs in existing
companies. The programme obtained a NFQ level 8 accreditation (honours bachelor
degree). It was free of charge and it was set up for one year. The programme consisted
of four main parts: New product and service development, project management, a
practical project and additional personal skills. In the product and service development
part, the business model canvas played a crucial role. In the practical project, the
participants had to do a practical innovation project work for companies in teams.
Moreover, personal development played a crucial role looking at the strengths of the
people in order to sharpen their personal goals. 21
After two years of operation, the programme was split in two streams. The second stream
beside “Innovation Management” was called “Practical marketing”. It comprised courses
in creativity and innovation, marketing in the digital era, and practical (generic) marketing.
It also contained improvement in personal skills and a personal development part, as well
as a practical research project as an individual assignment in host companies. In 2014,
the four-year funding and the programme ended. According to Ann Horan, the
programmes for unemployed professionals are of decreasing importance, as the
economy is actually in a better state than four years ago and professionals are able to
find new jobs easily without the help of a programme.
Professional training programmes
Farm Entrepreneurship & Leadership Programme
The Farm Entrepreneurship & Leadership Programme was created after a meeting with
an Irish co-operative in the agricultural sector, ICOS. The meeting participants identified a
need for a short programme developing farmers’ leadership and business skills.
Additionally, the responsible programme manager remarked that the “aim is to make
them think outside the box, that you don’t just need to do dairy farming or sheep farming,
you can actually do other things. Your best asset is your land.” The programme is set up
to last seven days, spread over 13 weeks because the farmers do not want to leave their
land for a long time. The programme has a Level 6 accreditation from the Further

20

See: http://www.springboardcourses.ie/.

21

It was mentioned that from a psychological point of view, rebuilding the confidence of the
participants was very important, as to some of them losing their job as a highly qualified person,
it seemed almost “as loosing part of their identity”.
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Education and Training Awards Council (FETAC). Being developed with the industry, the
course content includes introductions to finance, marketing, funding, project
management, leadership, communication, and risk management. It culminates in a
presentation by each participant on a business model canvas based on their agribusiness. Some classes are particularly important for the sector, for example risk
management due to spot checks by authorities.
SFI Entrepreneurship Programme for Researchers
The SFI Entrepreneurship Programme for Researchers targets researchers from all Irish
universities who want to commercialise their research findings. It is funded by the
Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) and runs for nine days over four months. Basic
business and business development knowledge for start-ups is taught, comprising
subjects such as new product and service development, technology assessment,
intellectual property, funding, legal issues, and business planning. The programme also
includes communication skills training and mindset development since the researchers
“don’t know how to explain [their business]” and “they don’t have entrepreneurial
thinking”, as mentioned by one interviewee. The programme ends with a day on which
the participants pitch in front of investors. The number of participants has grown from
twelve in 2012 to 108 in 2014. The programme builds on experiences from the Tech
Venture Programme.
Tech Venture Programme at Invent DCU
The Tech Venture Programme at DCU Invent also helps researchers to commercialise
their research. It targets DCU researchers and was initiated in 2010 following the
inauguration of DCU’s new President Prof. Brian MacCraith and the Academy’s
increasing strategic orientation towards DCU. It comprises similar contents and a
comparable structure as the SFI programme. Teachers from business deliver the
contents, which DCU Invent’s website markets as an advantage to potential
participants.22
Accelerator programmes
Propeller Venture Accelerator
The Propeller Venture Accelerator was initiated by the Ryan Family and established in
2010. The initial funding of 1 million euro came from Irelandia Investments whose
shareholders are Ryanair and Tigerair. The aim is to accelerate early stage technology
start-up companies through 30,000 euro upfront cash funding, incubation space,
business training workshops, a mentoring programme, and a demo day at which the
companies can present their business to raise more funding. In exchange, DCURA in the
first three propeller programmes obtained an equity share in the companies of 6.5%.
Meanwhile the model has developed further as external business angels are funding the
programme, including the coordination by DCURA, obtaining shares of 7.5% from the
propeller companies. The business training workshops are organised by the Academy
and conducted by mentors with content including entrepreneurship, business, accounting,
finance, human resources, and funding. Particularly recognisable is the intense mentoring
programme with more than 40 mentors who have business, technology and
entrepreneurial backgrounds, providing four to six mentors per company.23 According to
an interviewee, the mentors help with their experience in order to prevent start-ups from
22

See http://www.dcu.ie/invent/training-opportunities.shtml.

23

See full list at http://www.ryanacademy.ie/propeller-venture-accelerator/mentors.
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doing the same mistakes others did. The Propeller programme was graded as the 7 best
accelerator in Europe by a Kauffman Fellows Programme study.24
Female Propeller Programme
The female propeller programme was initiated for various reasons and circumstances.
First, the academy staff realised that there had been few females on the first Venture
Propeller programmes. Second, staff found out that in Ireland it is twice more likely for
men to set up a business than for women, and that men were nine times more likely to
scale their business. Third, they addressed the topic to potential sponsors who showed
an interest in supporting the female propeller programme. Fourth, the team spoke to a
venture capitalist who works closely with Declan Ryan and who was involved in the
Venture Propeller Programme. He advised the team to target a niche with a female
propeller programme, since the existing Propeller Programme was a “kind of me-too”
programme.
Part of the funding for the female propeller programme comes from Enterprise Ireland.25
As a precondition to apply, the start-up has to be in operation for at least one year and a
maximum of five years, and the female founder has to own at least 51% of the company.
Individuals and teams can apply. In addition, the business model has to be scalable and it
has to have export potential. In the first run starting 2014, 135 companies applied for ten
places and the Academy selected twelve. They came from diverse industries, like food,
technology and baby products. The programme ran once a week for 13 weeks in the
building of the Academy, with lectures on business development in the morning and
personal skills in the afternoon. The business development training was mainly based on
the business model canvas and the “lean start-up”. The personal skill training covered, for
example presentation skills, training on how to do radio or TV interviews, tax and legal
issues, and women-specific information.26 For example, one course informs women on
how to dress best. This may sound amusing, but an interviewed participant mentioned
this course as very useful.
In addition, the programme manager stated that the training on how to pitch and on how
to ask investors was very important, as women tend to ask for less money than they need
and “do not have the confidence to ask the investor for the right things”. At the end, they
had to do a competitive pitch in front of the jury for different prizes such as a 5,000 euro
award for a trip to Silicon Valley. During the programme, experienced practitioners
mentored the women. It was mentioned that Declan Ryan was very much involved in the
programme, also helping participants to receive further funding through the help of his
connections.
UStart
UStart is a 16-week accelerator funded by JP Morgan Chase Foundation that helps
students to develop their business ideas into start-up companies. It is targeted at both
profit and non-profit ventures from all DCU students, including undergraduate, graduate,
postdoctoral and part-time students. Students obtain 5,000 euro in seed funding, training
and workshops from start-up company experts, access to the mentoring network, and
incubation space, as well as the opportunity to pitch on a demo day. The training covers
the lean business model canvas, presentation training, financials, start-up law, product

24

See Gilani & Dettori (2011), p11.

25

http://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/, 27.7.2014.

26

See full schedule in the Annex.
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development, market research, sales, digital marketing, accounting and understanding
tax for start-ups as well as self-belief and pitching preparation sessions. The students are
located in the same building as the more mature start-ups from the Propeller programme,
which is meant to create a very good learning atmosphere. In the pilot year it was
organised by DCU academics provoking “a little bit of a clash of styles” according to one
DCURA interviewee. In 2014, the Academy’s staff ran UStart after having received
27
improvement feedback on the programme’s organisation.
MasterCard Start Path
DCURA serves as the education partner for MasterCard’s Start Path accelerator, which
targets start-ups in the payment industry related to MasterCard. Teaching contents is
based on the DCURA Propeller venture accelerator.

4.2.4

Setting of entrepreneurship teaching
Most of the lectures and training sessions are conducted in the Academy’s building in the
Citywest Campus, approximately 20 km outside Dublin (see photos of the building in the
Annex). The interviewees see the location “a little bit isolated”, especially from DCU.
However, some also saw it as an advantage because the isolation would foster the
autonomy of DCURA, especially in the beginning.
The courses for the Graduate Certificates in Management take place at DCU. The
incubation space for the Venture Propeller and UStart programme is located in the Liffey
Trust Centre in Dublin, in which also part of the lectures are held.

4.2.5

Instructors: teachers and mentors

Entrepreneurs and business people as teachers
DCURA mainly works with external experts and trainers from the business world in order
to assure high practicability of the content delivered. They comprise trainers from
consultancies, for example, for the lectures and workshops on the business model
canvas, as well as sector-specific experts, for example, in the field of social enterprise. In
2014, DCURA contracted 27 external trainers to deliver workshops and academic
modules across all programmes.
Academic teachers
Several of the core modules of the Masters and Graduate Certificate programmes are
delivered by DCU lecturers. In 2014, DCURA worked with 13 DCU staff members
delivering academic modules across several programmes. These lecturers are approved
by DCU alongside the programme chair who is responsible for oversight of the academic
content of the programme. In general, all programme chairs hold a PhD.
Mentors
External mentors from practice are particularly important for participants in the
accelerator programmes. The business mentors bring in experience as well as business
and technical skills “adding direct value to the [participants’] business development”
(Eoghan Stack). DCURA has built a network of more than 150 active mentors including
27

See Metcalfe (2014) for an interim evaluation of the pilot phase of UStart.
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entrepreneurs, CEOs, investors, technology experts and consultants. Many mentors
come from the network of the Ryan Family. Others stem from the company network that
DCURA has build up in the past years. In 2014, DCURA used mentors across four
programmes in 2014 (see table below). Some mentors worked on several programmes.
Exhibit 4-3: DCURA mentors by programme
Programme

Background

Number of
mentors in 2014

Business Innovation Programme

Mentors had strong business and support agency
experience (Enterprise Ireland)

Propeller Venture Accelerator

Successful business entrepreneurs with expertise in
areas such as finance, investment, sales & marketing

50

UStart

Successful business entrepreneurs with expertise also
in areas such as digital marketing and legal issues

40

Female Propeller Programme

Industry experts and successful female entrepreneurs
with expertise in specific areas such as finance,
pitching, tendering

15

4

Managing external experts and trainers
All non-DCU accredited programmes, i.e. FETAC programmes, are subject to verification
and oversight by the Quality and Qualifications Ireland Agency (QQI). As an approved
provider of QQI programmes, DCURA is externally evaluated on the quality of training
provision including participant feedback, trainers’ backgrounds as well as experience and
material delivered. All these programmes are devised in co-operation with sectoral
stakeholder groups.
The accelerator programmes do not lead to an academic award. However, according to
DCURA they are subject to rigorous and continuous assessment both internally in
DCURA and from external stakeholders. Trainers and mentors for these programmes are
selected for their expertise and training experience.
The SFI programme is similarly reviewed and assessed in addition to further reporting to
the commissioning organisation. Renewing trainers’ contracts on an annual basis may be
considered as a verification of their quality.
Evaluation of courses and programmes
The programmes and their contents are modified regularly after each programme period
according to market needs, including funding availability, as well as through experiences
of programme pilots including the analysis of participant feedback forms. Programme
evaluations take place both internally with staff and trainers as well as through participant
feedback. Changes are made where deemed necessary.

28

See for example the list of mentors in the propeller
http://www.ryanacademy.ie/propeller-venture-accelerator/mentors.
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4.3

Extra-curricular activities in entrepreneurship education

Overview about most important extra-curricular activities
Extra-curricular entrepreneurial education activities at DCURA comprise speaker series,
panel discussions, presentations, networking events and conferences often related to the
programmes mentioned above and with different target groups.
For example, there are speaker series offered in the field of social enterprise covering
topics such as leadership, procurement and creative networking. In the event “Farm
Diversification Case Studies & Panel Discussion” on the 10th of June 2014, three cases
were presented by different speakers on how farmers could diversify and make additional
business.
DCURA plans to increasingly organise events for DCU students. This includes a so29
called “Hackathon weekend” in April 2015. During the weekend around 120 – 150 DCU
students grouped up in diverse teams and developed business ideas within 48 hours.
They had to create an offer (product, service or both), prototype it and test it “as much as
they can in 48 hours”.
In March 2015, DCU students could participate in a talk on start-ups and failure. Three
start-ups that started their business and were unsuccessful presented “their story”.
Objectives, contents, methods and settings
DCURA uses the extra-curricular events for networking and promotional purposes for EE
and to augment the EE programme offers. The events build relationships, specifically with
mentors; they initiate training programmes; and they help to attract participants for the
Academy’s programmes. By taking part at an event and being in the facility, the
companies learn about the Academy’s activities and vice versa. For example, the Credit
Union Programme and also a part of the Farm programme were initiated in this way.
The events and presentations closely related to the programmes – as the speaker series
in the field of social enterprise mentioned above – bring in practical expertise to the
programme participants. They are used for promotional and networking purposes as well,
as they are often open to a wider audience than only to the programme participants. For
example, for the female propeller programme Debra Searle, a professional adventurer,
solo Atlantic rower, author and motivational speaker, was invited to Ireland. All people in
the DCURA’s database were invited to the event giving the women in the programme an
additional networking opportunity.
All events are offered regularly. In some cases, the events are even created in an
opportunistic way, when a “world class individual” comes to Dublin.
Extra-curricular activities management
As regards organisation of extra-curricular activities, DCURA’s management team sets
up an annual plan for the events. It targets offering an event almost every month,
cumulating into nine to ten events a year. The events are mainly organised by the
Academy’s Chief Operations Officer. The Ryan Family helps in promoting the events and
the DCURA, as Declan Ryan often distributes event invitations to people in his network.

29

The word “Hackathon” originally stems from software development.
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Exhibit 4-4: Overview about extra-curricular EE offers at the DCU Ryan Academy
No. Name

Contents

Target group

Offered since

1

Leading innovation expert – Paul
Sloane outlines his 6 Thinking
Hats and other Innovation
Theories

Aspiring
Entrepreneurs,

One off event

62

Leading for
Innovation

Participants

Potential applicants
to BIP Programme

2

Cartier
Women’s
Initiative

Leading female entrepreneurs
outline their story

Female high flyers
One off event
and other female
affiliates to Academy

53

3

Business Start
Up Driver

Workshop on how to start a
business

All aspiring
entrepreneurs

One off event

49

4

How to Access
Social Enterpr.
Funding

Social Enterprise funding

Social Enterprise
sector

One of a series
of workshops
for SE, 2011

96

5

Leadership in
Social
Enterprise

Leadership skills in Social
Enterprise

Leaders in Social
Enterprise

One of a series
of workshops
for SE, 2011

67

6

Free Event with How to get an idea to form a
business
Dragons Den
Expert

Aspiring
entrepreneurs

UStart
promotion
event

7

Mark Little Storyful

An Irish entrepreneurs success
story

Aspiring
entrepreneurs

One off event

28

8

Social
Enterprise
Speaker Series

Series of events to assist Social
Entrepreneurs in networking,
finance, etc.

Social Enterprise
sector

Series of
workshops for
SE, 2011

400

9

Growth through Showcase of assignments by
Innovation
Business Innovation Programme
students in host companies and
panel discussion on innovation in
Ireland

Participants, host
companies, funders,
Dept. of Social
Protection

Annual end of
programme
event

83

10

Research
Showcase

Showcase of projects of MSC in
Innovation in Social Enterprise
students

Social Enterprise
sector

Annual end of
programme
event

73

11

Debra Searle

Female entrepreneur and Atlantic Female
Rower
entrepreneurs

One-off event
in Female
Propeller
programme

54

12

UStart &
Venture
Propeller
Showcase

End of programme pitch for
funding

Funders, angel
investors, mentors,
participants

End of
programme
pitching event

298

13

Kelsey
Ramsden

Canadian entrepreneur

Female
entrepreneurs

One off event in
Female
Propeller
programme

14

Farm
Cases on how farmers could
Diversification
diversify and make additional
Case Studies & business
Panel
Discussion

Farmers,
entrepreneurs in
agriculture

One off event

Source: DCURA
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4.4

Institutional aspects of entrepreneurship education

Organisational set-up: benefits of a university-enterprise partnership
As regards the DCURA model as a partnership between the Ryan Family and DCU,
several interviewees said that the DCURA combines the strengths of both partners
(“best of both worlds”). The practical and action-focused orientation in the Academy, as
well as the intense support in funding and networking can be attributed to the Ryan
Family. The DCURA network of host companies, funding bodies, investors, lecturers,
trainers and mentors can be regarded as a key strength. On the other hand, DCU and its
business school DCUBS provide the accreditation for higher-level entrepreneurship
education and the access to academics.
The brand name “DCU Ryan Academy” was stated in the interviews to be an additional
strength, beneficial not only to the Academy but also to DCU. For the Academy, bearing
the Ryan name constitutes an advantage in communication and in the acquisition of
students, since the Ryan Family with its company Ryanair are seen as an example of
internationally successful entrepreneurs from Ireland. It was mentioned that the DCU part
of the brand name is beneficial as well. Students and employers appreciate a well-known,
competent and academic body for accreditation like DCU, compared to less-profiled
academic organisations offering EE and training. For DCU itself the DCURA brand also
provides benefit. The President uses it to communicate DCU’s strategy and the concept
of the “University of Enterprise” including entrepreneurship.30
Laws, statutes and codes: flexibility of a “hybrid” model
Another key strength was said to be the flexibility of the “hybrid model” of the Academy
being a separate, autonomous entity from the University but with close connection to it.
The model avoids rigid organisational structures and the sometimes long decisions and
accreditation procedures of a public university. Concerning employment procedures, for
example, the Academy can employ staff for a programme in a flexible way, while there
would be legal or budget restrictions at the University. Furthermore, reacting in a flexible
way to market and customer needs in the design of the programme would, in some
cases, not be possible given the formal approval and decision structure of the University.
The procedures and the slow movement of DCU as a governmental organisation were
mentioned as a weakness of the model. However, this was asserted to have changed
with the new President.
Entrepreneurial mindsets: advantages and disadvantages of a tight budget
The limited amount of funding and the tight budget can be seen as both an advantage
and a weakness. The limited budget at the beginning of the Academy’s operations
provoked opportunistic but also entrepreneurial behaviour. Management had to look for
offers with immediate revenues to keep the operations running after the initial failure of
the Academy. For this reason, EE was not strongly promoted following the resumption of
the Academy. Yet, the development of an entrepreneurial culture and the market and
customer orientation were developed essentially due to this budget pressure.
Interviewees considered it as a key strength for having an entrepreneurial spirit in the

30

“In the next five years we will: Build on the reputation of the DCU Ryan Academy, for
Entrepreneurship as the leading supporter of entrepreneurship and innovation in Ireland.” DCU
(2012), p. 23.
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organisation itself when delivering and promoting entrepreneurship education. On the
other hand, it was mentioned that the financial sustainability of such a model is difficult to
achieve due to a strong dependency on fixed-term funding.

4.5

Outreach to external stakeholders of entrepreneurship
education
DCURA has a large number of external relationships related to entrepreneurship
education. The DCURA network can be considered as one of the key success factors of
the model. The programme participants and especially start-up companies benefit from
these connections. The external relationships comprise external lecturers and external
experts in certain areas for new ideas and advisory purposes. Particularly important are
external mentors from practice for the course participants mostly in the accelerator
programmes. DCURA has built a network of more than 150 active mentors. Companies
also form part of the DCURA network as customers for EE and training, for funding and
sponsorship (especially investors) and for attending networking events and presentations.
More than 200 host companies are in the DCURA database for hosting practical research
projects in the EE programmes.
The Ryan Family and their related institutions with their network play a key role in
establishing connections to the external partners. In particular, they provide contacts to
mentors and companies including investors who help the Academy to develop further, to
receive new ideas, to find a financial basis for a programme, and generally to promote
entrepreneurship. In exceptional cases, the Ryan Family helps certain participants or
start-ups with networking and advice, as for example in the female propeller programme.
In addition, DCURA has what the management calls “internal strategic partnerships” to
DCU-related institutions to which the Academy provides expertise. These include for
example DCU Invent, the National Institute for Digital Learning (NIDL) at DCU31, DCU
Innovation Campus, and DCU Centre for Family Business. For example, the DCURA
team offers the Tech Venture programme to DCU Invent’s participants (see section
1.2.3). NIDL uses the Academy’s blended learning experience of the social enterprise
programme as a best practice example.
“External strategic partnerships” comprise relationships to other universities like
Limerick Institute of Technology and Arizona State University with the target of running
EE programmes together. For instance, Limerick Institute of Technology approached
DCURA recently to run a propeller programme for them.
DCURA and Declan Ryan are also deeply involved in recruiting and enabling the first
32
Dublin Startup Commissioner in partnership with the Department of Finance,
Enterprise Ireland, the Dublin City Council and the Dublin Chamber of Commerce. The
task of the Commission is to promote Dublin as a leading city and innovation hub for
start-up companies, to coordinate the activities of different corporate and governmental
players in the entrepreneurship ecosystem and to be involved in policy development in
order to foster entrepreneurship and job creation in Ireland. Additionally, DCURA is
involved directly in policy development for start-ups supporting job creation. DCURA is
part of a delegation which presents to a subcommittee of the Parliament and works on a

31

See http://dcu.ie/nidl/index.shtml.

32

See http://startupdublin.com/.
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policy paper with the target of enabling entrepreneurship in Ireland. An interviewee
mentioned that the recruitment of the Commissioner and the policy development activities
show that DCURA also takes a leadership role in fostering entrepreneurship in a wider
sense.

4.6

Impact and lessons learned

4.6.1

Measuring impacts of the entrepreneurship education approach
The success of the accelerator programme and the business innovation programme can
be measured as follows: In the accelerator programmes of 2010 to 2013, DCURA
accelerated 54 start-up companies, facilitated the creation 108 new jobs in start-ups, and
helped raising 5.1 million euro of start-up follow-on funding. The springboard programmes
including the DCURA Business Innovation Programme (2010 – 2013) trained 744
unemployed professionals and brought 65% back into work after twelve months.
While DCURA keeps in contact with all graduates, there is currently no formal tracking of
companies started by graduates.

4.6.2

Lessons learned

Summary of lessons learned from this case
The DCURA case offers several lessons from which other universities may learn. These
include the DCURA partnership organisation, the diversity of offers for different target
groups, the teaching approach of core EE modules mainly based on the business model
canvas, and the social enterprise programme.
The advantages of the DCURA partnership organisation lie in the autonomy, the
flexibility, and the entrepreneurial spirit of the academy organisation itself, which
combines the strengths of both partners. The Ryan Family has had a strong practical and
action-oriented influence and has supported DCURA especially in funding and with its
network. DCU performs the academic part accrediting the bachelor and master level
programmes and delivering modules on these programmes with its lecturers. DCU also
provides central functions such as accounting, marketing, information technology, human
resources and facility management for the academy as in-kind funding.
Setting up different programmes for different target groups such as start-ups and
social enterprises with a core EE offer and specific adaptations to each sector and target
group can be considered an interesting EE programme approach. The Academy targets
specific needs of specific economic sectors (e.g. farmers, researchers) and groups with
specific social requirements (e.g. females, social enterprises, unemployed). However, to
the outside, this may foster the impression that the Academy is unfocused.
DCURA’s core EE modules comprise communication skills, the business model canvas,
the product-market fit, customer acquisition analysis, financial modelling, understanding
investors, enterprise (B2B) sales and guest speaker events. The modules are included in
most of the programme on entrepreneurial education in DCURA. The length and intensity
varies depending on the programme. Target group specific adaptations are made in
terms of lectures (e.g. risk management and cases for farmers), skill trainings (e.g.
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women specific content), settings (e.g. blended learning versus on-site lectures) and
intensity (short versus long programmes).
The business model canvas as a start-up and strategic management tool plays a
crucial role as it serves as the basis for business development and also as a framework
for a part of the following modules (e.g. product-market fit, customer acquisition analysis).
Participants learn how to develop a business with few resources available and
communicate it in a clear way.
The social enterprise programme based on blended learning techniques for social
entrepreneurs and target groups from Wales and Ireland may be a good practice for
cross-country knowledge exchange in EE. This is shown by the promotion of the
programme by the National Institute for Digital Learning. Students from different countries
learn how to study and work in groups in digitally.
Prerequisites for a university-business partnership to work
Examining the DCURA case, the prerequisites for a similar partnership model to work
successfully may include the following:
There needs to be a shared vision and commitment from the two partners for the
development of entrepreneurship and EE. Without a shared vision, it is difficult for the
head of such an Academy to meet expectations of both partners. Concerning the
university there needs to be commitment from the top management so that cooperation with both partners working is possible. With regard to the private partner, a
philanthropic vision of promoting entrepreneurship in the country and also with regard
to special target groups such as females, the social or the farming sector appears to
be useful. One interviewee mentioned that the Ryan Family has such a philanthropic
vision with the goal of fostering entrepreneurship in Ireland “because it is good for
Ireland”. However, private sponsors especially in the investment sector can also have
advantages in receiving access to start-ups when being involved in an EE
programme. A way to make the model more attractive would be to have a better pay
off for private partners (e.g. through obtaining shares in the start-ups) as in the new
venture propeller programme. However, the university would need to pay attention to
the influence on the programme decisions and course contents.
There must be intense communication between the partners and the Academy to
align goals, expectations and programmes. In terms of strategic decisions and
funding, an institutionalised advisory board can be seen as useful. Communication
between the partners is institutionalised through the board. Programmes involving
several parties require intense communication between the parties.
Led by a shared vision, an academy like the DCURA needs the autonomy and
flexibility for programme and management including employment decisions. Rigid
university structures and processes need to be avoided because the Academy needs
to be able to react to market and customer needs with regard to programmes and
contents.
Several interviewees mentioned commercial and relationship-oriented leadership
as a very important aspect. In case of a limited budget and the dependency on fixedterm funding, it is important to have a CEO with a commercial orientation and
management skills. Essential factors are relationship building and negotiation skills,
not only for networking purposes, but also in managing the expectations and “being
able to compromise” with both partners working together. It was stated that someone
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with a “strong head” going his or her own way would probably not be a good choice
for this position. Relationship building and negotiation competences are also
important for programme managers because project work requires them to work
together with different partners from practice, from funding bodies and from the
organisation, each with different cultures and organisational restrictions.
Limited funding has the advantage of fostering an entrepreneurial culture within the
academy, especially at the beginning of the operations. However, after a certain time,
the essential funding for basic staff seems necessary to ensure that the vision of
promoting entrepreneurship and EE can be put into practice with enough resources.
In an ideal partnership, both the practical partner from a private business and the
university provide financial support and in-kind funding at a comparable value.
Funding for EE programmes also needs to be available “on the market”.
Contributions of the best of both partners: The practical partner should bring the
practical experience, a big network, a strong brand, an entrepreneurial spirit and a
strong orientation towards action. The university partner should contribute knowledge
in EE, also a strong brand, accreditation and processes with regard to programme
design and lecturing as well as lecturers for one part of the courses.
Transferability to other universities
In sum, the DCURA model may be transferrable to other universities and countries,
provided that, firstly, a private partner engages in a comparable way as the Ryan Family
does and, secondly, that the University shows strong commitment, allowing the hybrid
organisation to work. The third key to success may be a qualified leader of the
organisation.
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Annex

The Building of the DCU Ryan Academy
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Programme Structure Female Propeller

Programme Structure SFI Program
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Programme Structure Tech Venture Creation Programme
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